Best Use of Technology/ Dr. Lalit Kanodia Laureate Award for
Technology Excellence
Description:
Dr. Lalit Kanodia Laureate Award for Technology Excellence in Market Research, a first- of-its-kind
'MR + Tech' award in India presented by Datamatics Global Services. This award was jointly
conceptualized and launched in 2013 by MRSI, Datamatics and ESOMAR the global MR association.
This award honours innovative trendsetters and game changers who through their pioneering efforts
and their commitment have demonstrated path-breaking ideas to introduce breakthrough
technology within the market research industry processes to enhance the quality of consumer
insights
Your entry should clearly demonstrate use of technology for research/ consumer understanding/
insight work, showcasing the extra value-add that technology brought in (convenience, efficiency of
time or cost, nuances that would have been unnoticed, etc.). Any kind of technology would be
considered, which is not traditionally used, and can be hardware or software.

Evaluation Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How well did the application of this technology meet the purpose/requirements?
What were the improvements attained as a result of using this technology?
Whether the technology is finding a continuing use, or if further uses for it have been found.
Level of Accuracy delivered by this technology innovation.
Level of Efficiency delivered by this technology innovation.
Usability and scalability of the technology innovation.

Who can apply:
Research Agencies, Research based consulting organisations, Client organisations - private sector,
Client organisations including Government Departments,PSUs,NGOs, Data collection agencies, Panel
Management Companies

Entry submission form sample

Notes:
1. Text responses have a character limit and each question has a different limit. Please check it before preparing
your answer.
2. Image: Yes – means you can upload 1 image which will be included with your text response for the particular
question. Only one image can be uploaded per question. Do not add text with very small font in the image.
3. Website Link: Yes – means you can add 1 weblink/ YouTube video link which will be available to the jury to view
when evaluating the entry
4. Sub-questions are indicative. Please only answer what strengthens your submission/ entry.

